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L
A piece of your mind

From the time you’re born, 
everyone—parents, family, friends, 
teachers, religious leaders, bosses, 
politicians, advertisers, salesmen, 
entertainers, philosophers—wants 
a piece of your mind. Everything 
you hear or read is someone’s 
attempt to shape, in some manner, the way you think. 
Likewise, everything you say or write is your attempt to 
shape, to some degree, what someone else thinks.Never 
underestimate the power of those who exert the most 
influence in this arena, because as the thinking goes, 
so follows the behavior of individuals, groups, even the 
world. Thoughts give birth to deeds.

The best and the worst
From this influence emerge both the best and worst of 

humanity’s accomplishments. For example, the dizzying 
pace of technological breakthroughs changing our world 
daily is due largely to the influence of globally-shared 
knowledge and ideas. Many of these breakthroughs 
immensely improve our quality of life.

Why, then, are we still in the Dark Ages when it comes 
to finding solutions for humanity’s greatest social and 
moral problems? 

This nagging question has a simple explanation: 
Since no two people think exactly alike, inevitably our 
thoughts differ, our values compete, our ideals diverge. 
And because our thinking is fluid, inevitably our stan-
dards change, our ethics evolve, our morals seesaw—but 
in many different directions, each person determining 
what is right in his own eyes. In this cauldron of compet-
ing thoughts, sooner or later people’s attitudes chafe, egos 
flare, emotions boil over and people clash.

Because the conflict is so hurtful, even fatal, we grasp 
for better ways to think about life’s biggest issues—living 
peaceably, attaining happiness, resolving conflict and 
finding meaning to our existence. But as the answers 
elude us, we wobble from one crisis to another, blind men 
groping in the dark.

Wave the white flag
Isn’t it time to wave the white 

flag and concede that, since our 
best minds have failed to figure it 
out by now, we need to turn else-
where for new thinking?

Discern exists to do just that—not 
to give new thought, but to point in 
a new direction. Its reason for being 
is found in its basic definitions:
dis•cern 1. to examine, prove or 
test, scrutinize; 2. to identify, dis-
tinguish; 3. to come to know or 
recognize.

We don’t claim to have a corner 
on the market of knowledge. But we do know that human-
ity’s problems are spiritual in nature—they spring from 
misguided thinking and destructive attitudes. Hence, 
they must be met with spiritual solutions—changes in 
perception, understanding and attitude. 

It’s a spiritual quest
Discerning the truth about life’s meaning, right and 

wrong, good and evil, is a spiritual quest. We believe 
humanity’s track record proves it’s impossible to compre-
hend these matters apart from God, the God whom bil-
lions of people claim to know but who, in reality, remains 
largely ignored, misrepresented and irrelevant in daily 
life. 

“My thoughts are not your thoughts,” God says. But 
He assures us that we can learn to think His way “if you 
cry out for discernment, and lift up your voice for under-
standing.” 

Yes, the biggest battle in the world right now is for the 
mind and heart of every single person. And, yes, into this 
confusing clamor of ideas Discern now adds its voice. This 
inaugural issue gives you a little taste of what’s to come, a 
fresh view for examining the issues of life in the light of 
God and the timeless principles of His Word. 

We hope your thinking is challenged and enlightened, 
and your life changed, by the power to discern.

FOR DISCERNING READERS ONLY

CONSIDER
THIS

Dis•cern 1. to examine, prove or test, scrutinize;  
2. to identify, distinguish; 3. to come to know or recognize.

Clyde Kilough
Editor

@CKilough

Let’s be upfront from the 
beginning—the unabashed 
purpose of this magazine, Discern, 
is to influence the way you think 
… just like everyone else in your 
life is trying to do.
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It was 1959 when the Soviet Union presented to the 
United Nations a bronze statue of a brawny man wield-
ing a hammer. With it, he was reshaping a weapon rep-
resenting war and destruction, a sword, into a tool sug-
gesting peace and goodness, a plow. 

Coming from a regime that disdained the Bible, 
persecuted the religious and had recently slaughtered 
millions of its own citizens, Russia’s gesture rang hol-
low. But the words on this famous statue, “We Shall 
Beat Our Swords Into Plowshares,” strongly resonated 
in the hearts of people around the world, as they do to 
this day. 

When accepting this gift, then Secretary-General 
Dag Hammarskjöld declared that “the ancient dream 
of mankind, reflected in the words of Isaiah,” was the 
same dream that had inspired the creation of the U.N.

The statue, regrettably, does not cite Isaiah’s exact 
words. But in a park across the street from the U.N. 
stands the “Isaiah Wall,” inscribed with more of the 
prophet’s quote: “They shall beat their swords into 
plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; 
nation shall not lift up sword against nation. Neither 
shall they learn war any more.”

World statesmen often quote this verse in speeches. 
Musicians set it to songs ranging from the stirring 
finale in Les Miserables to Michael Jackson’s “Heal the 
World.” And anyone who reads it can identify with it: 
“That’s the world I want!” Isaiah’s words beautifully 
encapsulate a universal longing.

Perfecting the art of war
But over 50 years and many wars later we must ask, 

Can that world ever become reality? Or is it the stuff 
of whimsical dreams? Is it even remotely possible for 
us to find our way to Isaiah’s world when, as General 

This phrase reflects a universal 
longing. But our world is addicted to 
ever more deadly war. How will the 
promise of peace really be fulfilled?

By Clyde Kilough

Neither  
Shall They  

Learn War  
Anymore

The irony was hard to 
miss, even for non-
religious people. Here 
was a militaristic, atheistic 
global power, bringing 
to the world a peace 
gift inspired by—of all 
things—the Bible. 

Prophecy
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Omar Bradley put it, “ours is a world of nuclear giants and 
ethical infants”? He added sadly, “We know more about 
war than we know about peace, more about killing than 
we know about living.”

Is the truth as fatalistic as Cormac McCarthy portrayed 
it in his novel Blood Meridian? “It makes no difference 
what men think of war. … War endures. As well ask men 
what they think of stone. War was always here. Before 
man was, war waited for him. The ultimate trade await-
ing its ultimate practitioner. That is the way it was and will 
be” (1985).

Given our history, it seems to many that he’s right.
Man stumbled upon violence accidentally, biblical his-

tory shows, and it didn’t take us long! Adam and Eve’s son 
Cain, in a fit of jealousy, “rose up against Abel his brother 
and killed him.” Whatever he used—a rock, a limb, his 
fists?—Cain ignited humanity’s most dreadful plague, 
people rising up and killing one another. His wickedness 
stemmed from an emotional outburst, 
but those who followed quickly began 
studiously perfecting the art of war, 
devising the most efficient, destructive 
means possible.

And painful and repulsive as war 
is, we remain stumped in our quest to 
perfect the art of peace. 

Changing the “seed-bed”
Lawrence LeShan is on to some-

thing, though, when he notes in his 
book The Psychology of War: Compre-
hending Its Mystique and Its Madness: 
“We must not ask, ‘What events led to 
the outbreak of this war or that one?’, 
but rather, ‘What is there in man that 
makes him so ready to go to war, in 
almost all cultures or economic con-
ditions?’ The question we are dealing 
with here concerns the readiness, the 
receptivity, the seed-bed on which specific events fall and 
which, when nourished by it, flower into armed inter-
group conflict” (2002, p. 109).

It’s clear to most people that the “seed-bed” of human 
thinking has to change. But how? 

We come so close to the answer in Isaiah’s words etched 
on the wall near the U.N., but we miss it by a mile when 
we fail to read the rest of what he wrote. Those statues and 
songs rush to portray the beautiful end result of Isaiah’s 
ideal world, but they neglect to consider what precedes it. 

Only in the rest of Isaiah’s words do we see the back-
story that is crucial to understanding what will lead to 
walking away from war.

The prerequisites of peace
Isaiah begins by establishing the setting in which the 

only possibility of a warless world can take place: “Now 
it shall come to pass in the latter days that the mountain 
[government, in prophetic terms] of the Lord’s house shall 
be established on the top of the mountains [other human 
governments], and shall be exalted above the hills; and all 
nations shall flow to it” (Isaiah 2:2).

Fact one: World peace will never happen without Jesus 
Christ coming to the earth to establish the Kingdom of 
God over which He will reign as King of Kings. Bible 
prophecies center squarely on that event. Jesus warned 
that we will eventually teeter on the verge of destroying 
ourselves, but He won’t let that happen (Matthew 24:21-
22). What next, though?

After He returns, people all over the world will say, “He 
will teach us His ways, and we shall walk in His paths.” 
What prompts this turning to God? “For out of Zion shall 
go forth the law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusa-
lem” (Isaiah 2:3).

The little word “for” is quite important. It means 
“because” or as a consequence.

Fact two: The desire people have to learn from God 
arises because His law and word first go forth. The knowl-
edge He gives stirs in them a longing to learn more. 
Finally they’re grasping how the “seed-bed” of human 

thinking works and why it can be 
so destructive. 

Notice the beginning of verse 
4, which is omitted from most 
artistic depictions of the “swords 
into plowshares” concept! “He 
shall judge between the nations, 
and shall rebuke many people.” 
This is a key statement—what is it 
telling us?

Fact three: Turning from war 
comes because of being judged 
and rebuked! God’s judgment 
here is not sentencing people to 
their fate. It is judgment clearly 
designed to help people compre-
hend their need to correct their 
futile, humanly devised ways, 
laws, paths and thoughts.

Along with judgment inevi-
tably comes being “rebuked,” or 

convicted, convinced, corrected. Surely common sense 
tells us that something about the way we live desperately 
needs to be corrected! 

By the nature of this process, the “swords into plow-
shares” scenario cannot happen overnight. People won’t 
immediately reject war when Christ returns, because they 
will first have to reject their way of thinking—the only 
way they’ve ever known. Rejecting one way of thinking 
depends on replacing it entirely with another. 

War will only be rejected when a new way is accepted—
God’s ways, His laws, His thoughts. 

But He tells us, through Isaiah, it will happen!
Beating swords into plowshares is a wonderful meta-

phor describing a widespread physical response that will 
spring from a spiritual understanding. If we want world 
peace, we cannot exclude these spiritual prerequisites. We 
can’t erect statues and etch upon them partial sections of 
verse—but exclude the principles we must follow to find 
peace! Pretending we can make it happen without Christ 
returning and totally reshaping the way we think is delu-
sional, if not self-righteous.

How many wars have 
originated in religion, 

with all involved 
beseeching favor 

from God as they kill 
one another? God will 

never answer when 
the spirit and motive 

are so wrong!
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The heart of the matter
Centuries after Isaiah, another biblical writer elaborated 

further. The apostle James posed in the simplest of terms 
a core question all humans need to face: “Where do wars 
and fights come from among you?” (James 4:1). We tend, as 
LeShan noted, to answer with various events that trigger 
wars. But James went straight to the heart of the matter—
each person’s heart. 

Wars and fights are symptoms of a deeper problem. “Do 
they not come,” he said, “from your desires for pleasure 
that war in your members [battle within you, New Interna-
tional Version]?”

Desire (or lust, as it’s also rendered) means that which 
pleases the senses, or suits one’s desire or pleasure. It 
includes the things that commonly motivate us, such as 
power, glory, position, wealth, dominance or simply just 
wanting our own way. All of these spring from self-cen-
teredness. These things light the fuses of the worst human 
behavior.

James continues to describe the war in the mind: “You 
lust and do not have. You murder and covet and cannot 
obtain. You fight and war. Yet you do not have because you 
do not ask. You ask and do not receive, because you ask 
amiss, that you may spend it on your pleasures” (verses 2-3). 

His point is simple: War is born from personal or 
national self-seeking, self-interest, self-aggrandizement. 
Until the self is conquered, war remains unconquered. 
Even asking things from others or from God is commonly 
selfish. How many wars have originated in religion, with 
all involved beseeching favor from God as the combatants 
kill one another? God will never answer when the spirit 
and motive are so wrong! 

But James isn’t finished. He confronts us with another 
essential question: “Adulterers and adulteresses”—anyone 
claiming a spiritual relationship with God yet breaking the 
covenant—“do you not know that friendship with the world 
is enmity with God?”

Based on humanity’s track record, the 
answer is no. We don’t know how and why 
the world’s way is enmity with God. Fight-
ing and warring on any level—in mar-
riage and family, with neighbors, or among 
nations—follows the way of an ungodly 
world, not God. It stems from problems in 
the human heart, spiritual problems. And 
spiritual problems are rooted in rejecting 
God’s way of life. 

James continually steers us back to this 
truth, never letting us excuse our way out 
of it. Conflicts may be acted out between 
humans, but the root problem is that we 
have first rejected God! 

The solution is simple, though not easy 
for humans: “Submit to God,” “draw near 
to God,” “cleanse your hands” (repent and 
change), “purify your hearts, you double-
minded” (verses 7-8). “Lament and mourn 
and weep,” meaning to genuinely be sor-
rowful, and “humble yourselves in the sight 
of the Lord” (verses 9-10). 

Humans always resist that path, but it is 

truly the only path to peace. When we choose to walk that 
way, it is promised, “He will lift you up.” 

Peace with God, then peace with man
So, is James too simplistic, or do his words simply cut to 

the heart of the matter? Actually, these are words inspired 
by God, and God is clear: Wars between people will cease 
only when we first end our war with Him! 

When Christ returns, He will convince people that “the 
problem is not between you and this person or your nation 
and that one—the problem is between you and Me!” He 
will require each of us to confront the reality of our own 
nature—the self-centeredness that generates all that is 
wrong in our actions. 

And as each of us accepts God’s righteous sovereignty, 
humbly seeks His forgiveness and help, changes the 
thoughts and intents of our hearts, and starts obeying His 
laws—the things that make for peace with our Creator—
then we will finally find our way to making peace with our 
fellow man.

What about now?
Can we stop war and fighting now, on a worldwide basis? 

No. Christ must return; God’s Kingdom must come—and 
that’s the first thing Jesus told us to pray for (Matthew 6:10). 

But can we live the way of peace on an individual basis? 
Yes! The second thing He said to pray for was, “Your will be 
done on earth as it is in heaven.” You have the opportunity 
now to choose to learn and do God’s will. You can under-
stand His will and His way; you can turn away from self-
will; and you can make peace with Him—if you are willing!

And that new world Isaiah wrote about? Well, you can 
read about it now, but even better than that, God says you 
can be there with Jesus Christ to usher it in—a wonderful 
world where “nation shall not lift up sword against nation, 
neither shall they learn war anymore.” D
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T
he city of Jerusalem presents what may be 
one of the greatest ironies in the world. Its 
name means “City of Peace,” and tourists 
and pilgrims can find the famous inscrip-
tion “Pray for the peace of  Jerusalem” 
(Psalm 122:6) in several places of biblical 
interest around the city. This inscription 
is found on monuments and plaques of 
more than one of the major religions. 

Yet neither Jerusalem nor the world has ever experi-
enced real, lasting peace. The city remains uneasy, a nexus 
of conflicting claims and competing religions. Its holy 
places—including the Dome of the Rock and the Western, 
or Wailing, Wall—are among the tensest places anywhere 
on earth. And, according to the Bible, this city—and the 
entire world—will prove unable to find true peace in this 
age of human rule prior to the second coming of Jesus 
Christ the Messiah. 

Why no peace?
Why? Why is it that a city that is so important to three 

major religions also finds itself the center of conflict? 

Wouldn’t one think that religious folk would be the best 
equipped to bring peace to that “city of peace” and to the 
world? Yet apparently that isn’t so. 

God gave us the reason centuries ago through the 
prophet Isaiah: “The way of peace they have not known” 
(Isaiah 59:8). What an apt characterization of this world 
and its weak attempts to bring peace to humanity. People 
pay lip service to the goal, but lack knowledge of the way 
to get there. 

A clue as to why may be found in the four horsemen 
of the Apocalypse. It’s easy to miss the significance of the 
sequence of the horsemen. Notice that the first horse, the 
white one, goes forth “conquering and to conquer” (Revela-
tion 6:1-2). This first horseman resembles  Jesus Christ, the 
King of Kings who will come back from heaven on a white 
horse (Revelation 19:11). Yet, in what seems to be a paradox 
to many, the rider of this horse doesn’t bring peace! Quite 
the contrary. It is this imposter, the false Christ, whose 
influence stokes the fires of war, suffering and destruction. 

The second, red, horse “was granted … to take peace 
from the earth” and to cause people to kill one another 
(Revelation 6:3-4). There is a cause-and-effect factor here: 

how it will come
World Peace:

Prophecy

By Ralph Levy

Given the cruel, debilitating effects of war, man has 
often longed for peace. The Bible explains how this 

much-sought-after state of tranquility will arrive.

Photo by Shlomit Or/CC BY-SA 2.0
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The riding of the first horseman, symbolizing false religion 
and false philosophies, gives rise to the second—widespread 
war on the earth. 

How much war has there been in recent decades? The 
carnage is horrifying. Estimates of deaths due to war in the 
20th century vary, but one source suggests 35 million human 
beings died in war during the 20th century (Democratic 
Peace Blog), while another offers a much higher figure of 
some 160 million (Scaruffi.com). 

Whatever the exact figure, the 20th century proved to be 
the bloodiest in history, in spite of the efforts of the League 
of Nations and, later, of the United Nations. And the 21st cen-
tury isn’t looking good either, as wars continue to smolder in 
places such as Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq. 

Jeremiah summed it up well in a phrase that has made its 
way into common usage: “Saying, ‘Peace, peace!’ when there 
is no peace” (Jeremiah 6:14; 8:11). 

Only through the Prince of Peace
Simply stated, on its own humanity lacks the divinely 

revealed knowledge of how to bring peace. It is ultimately 
going to require the return to earth of Jesus Christ, and the 
setting up of the Kingdom of God, to bring true, just, lasting 
peace.

Notice this wonderful prophecy about the Messiah: “For 
unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given; and the gov-

ernment will be upon His shoulder. And His name will be 
called Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, 
Prince of Peace” (Isaiah 9:6, emphasis added). 

He will bring with Him the administration of true jus-
tice and the pathway to real peace: “He shall judge between 
the nations, and rebuke many people; they shall beat their 
swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; 
nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall 
they learn war anymore” (Isaiah 2:4). That time is coming!

But how will this be accomplished? Should we expect this 
to come about simply by the efforts of national governments? 
Will the famous “swords into plowshares” statue that sits in 
front of the United Nations building in New York become a 
reality as a result of peace talks? 

No, peace will not come about that way 
Instead, once Jesus Christ has returned to earth, He will 

have to act swiftly and decisively to put down rebellion 
against His rule. We read of the aggressive action of the last 
world-ruling empire (one based in Europe) and its leader (one 
referred to as “the beast”) who “will make war with the Lamb, 
and the Lamb will overcome them, for He is Lord of lords and 
King of kings” (Revelation 17:8, 14). 

But this evil military campaign will not be successful. 
Rebellion against the righteous rule of the Messiah will be 
forcibly put down. 

Starting with Jerusalem
Under God’s inspiration, the prophet Zechariah gave us 

a beautiful description of the changed conditions in the city 
of Jerusalem under the Kingdom of God: “Old men and old 
women shall again sit in the streets of Jerusalem, each one 
with his staff in his hand because of great age. The streets of 
the city shall be full of boys and girls playing in its streets” 
(Zechariah 8:4-5). 

Both the aged and the young will then be free to enjoy the 
beauty and security of this, God’s capital city, with no fear of 
bombs or violence. 

Once Jesus Christ has returned and set up His rule, peace 
will expand outward from the city of Jerusalem to finally 
bring rest to this war-weary world. “Of the increase of His gov-
ernment and peace there will be no end, upon the throne of 
David and over His kingdom, to order it and establish it with 
judgment and justice from that time forward, even forever. 
The zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this” (Isaiah 9:7). 

God’s government of peace
God’s government of peace will be established, beginning 

with the city of Jerusalem. People will stream to that city to 
learn of God and His ways. “Now it shall come to pass in the 
latter days, that the mountain of the Lord’s house shall be 
established on the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted 
above the hills; and peoples shall flow to it. Many nations 

shall come and say, ‘Come, and let us go up to the mountain 
of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; He will teach us 
His ways, and we shall walk in His paths.’ For out of Zion the 
law shall go forth, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem” 
(Micah 4:1-2). 

Christ’s government, and the way of peace that it brings, 
will expand outward from Jerusalem and encompass the 
whole earth and its inhabitants. 

A celebration of peace
These events are represented in the biblical Feast of Tab-

ernacles, celebrated each year in the fall (in the Northern 
Hemisphere) by members of the Church of God. As one of 
God’s appointed festivals, it is an annual celebration of the 
soon-coming time of peace to be brought to earth not by 
man’s efforts, but by the miraculous intervention of Almighty 
God. It provides a wonderful foretaste of the time of peace. 

To learn more about this joyous biblical festival, we invite 
you to read the article about the Feast of Tabernacles on the 
LifeHopeandTruth.com website. Also, for more information, 
please see the article titled “1,000 Years: Millennium.”

Yes, world peace really is coming. It will be a reality. And 
isn’t that good news?

To learn more about the coming Kingdom of God, which 
will usher in the peace humanity has longed for, see the arti-
cles in the section “The Kingdom of God.” D

Christ’s government, and the way of peace that it brings, will expand out-
ward from Jerusalem and encompass the whole earth and its inhabitants.

http://lifehopeandtruth.com/life/plan-of-salvation/feast-of-tabernacles/
http://lifehopeandtruth.com/prophecy/revelation/1000-years-millennium/
http://lifehopeandtruth.com/prophecy/kingdom-of-god/
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 It’s clear that some peo-
ple bring suffering upon 
themselves by the choices 
they make. But it’s also obvi-
ous that some are unsus-
pecting victims of others’ 
bad decisions or of seem-
ingly random events. Why 
doesn’t God at least protect 
those who sincerely try to 
live a good life and obey His 
law?

In order to answer this, 
we need to take a step back 
to consider our circum-
stances from a wider per-
spective. It’s fundamental, 
though it may be confusing 
at first, to understand that 
God doesn’t promise to pre-
vent all loss, heartache or 
stress in our lives. In fact, He 
acknowledges that at times 
we will suffer.

God has a plan
God has a plan for us 

individually and for all of 
mankind. His purpose is 
to create a family to live 
with Him for eternity in the 
Kingdom of God. There are 
many ways God works in 
the lives of His children to 
prepare us for our place in 
that Kingdom. 

For example, by His 
grace God offered His Son 
so that we can be reconciled 
to Him (Colossians 1:19-21) 
by repentance and the for-
giving of our sins (1 John 
1:9). When we submit to 
Him through repentance, 
baptism and obedience, 
He grants us the gift of the 
Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38; 5:32). 
Through the Holy Spirit, He 
gives us knowledge, under-
standing, confidence and 
hope (Ephesians 1:15-19). He 
promises to provide for our 
physical needs as we make 
His Kingdom and righ-

Why Am I  
Suffering?

Why doesn’t God protect us from all the troubles we face? 
Doesn’t He care? Or could it be that He allows us to suffer to 

serve a vital purpose in our lives?

Life

By Don Henson

We live in a world of hurt, but should it be like this? If God is 
an all-powerful and loving Father, it seems He should be able to 
protect us from illness, accident, crime, natural disasters—or any 
other source of anxiety and sorrow. 

Suffering is deeply personal, and we experience it in many ways. 
In times of severe distress there don’t seem to be adequate words 
or explanations. We grasp for answers to the urgent questions of 
the moment: “Why? Why me? Why not me? Why now? Why this? 
What’s next? Where was God when this happened?”
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http://lifehopeandtruth.com/prophecy/kingdom-of-god/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/tattoodjay/4579450259/in/photostream/
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teousness our highest priority (Mat-
thew 6:33).

And He allows us to suffer (Acts 
14:22). That’s part of His plan for us 
too. Not because He is arbitrary or 
cruel or takes any pleasure in our 
pain, but because there is a dimen-
sion of personal growth that can only 
be achieved through difficult and 
challenging times. 

Jesus’ example
As we encounter hardship, it’s 

helpful to be reminded how much 
our Savior suffered. Jesus lived a per-
fect life, completely free of sin. If any-
one deserved to not experience grief 
and pain, it was Jesus Christ. Yet He 
suffered terribly, both mentally and 
physically. On the night before His 
death Jesus cried out to the Father 
in emotional agony (Luke 22:42-44) 
because He understood the incred-
ible burden of responsibility that He 
carried, and He realized the excruci-
ating death He was facing.

Earlier, when Peter expressed on 
behalf of the disciples their under-
standing that Jesus was the Christ 
(Messiah), He told them, “The Son of 
Man must suffer many things, and 
be rejected by the elders and chief 
priests and scribes, and be killed, and 
be raised the third day” (Luke 9:22). 

Jesus realized what was ahead. He 
knew He would suffer in many ways 
and eventually be murdered by the 
religious leaders.

On that same occasion Jesus made 
it clear that those who follow Him 
must also be willing to suffer. “Then 
He said to them all, ‘If anyone desires 
to come after Me, let him deny him-
self, and take up his cross daily, and 
follow Me. For whoever desires to 
save his life will lose it, but whoever 
loses his life for My sake will save it’” 
(verses 23-24). 

Just as a person being led to cruci-
fixion was required to carry his own 
cross, Jesus said that His disciples 
would have to be willing to carry the 
burdens of life while faithfully fol-
lowing Him.

It’s evident that Jesus suffered 
and that we will too. But why? What 
are we to learn when we experience 
severe difficulties?

What good can come from  
adversity?

It’s natural to focus on our imme-
diate pain, anxiety or fear. But on 
another level something much 
greater is being accomplished.

Paul wrote of a process of growth 
that starts with anguish and leads 
to absolute confidence in God. “And 
not only that, but we also boast in 
our sufferings, knowing that suffer-
ing produces endurance, and endur-
ance produces character, and charac-

ter produces hope, and hope does not 
disappoint us, because God’s love has 
been poured into our hearts through 
the Holy Spirit that has been given 
to us” (Romans 5:3-5, New Revised 
Standard Version). 

The Greek word translated “endur-
ance” in verse 4 means the strength to 
stand firm in difficult circumstances 
(Johannes Louw and Eugene Nida, 
Greek Language Lexicon of the New 
Testament, 1988). We only develop 
this kind of strength by working 
through the severe challenges of life. 
Just as physical endurance is built by 
exercise, spiritual endurance is estab-
lished in troubled times.

Hardship establishes and 
strengthens our resolve. The way we 
conduct ourselves in the face of hard-

ship reveals who we really are at our 
core—our values, beliefs and com-
mitment to continue to faithfully fol-
low Jesus (“carry our own cross”) even 
if life seems unbearably difficult. 

Endurance and character are not 
easy to come by. They are forged in 
difficult times, giving us the strength 
to remain steadfast and exercise our 
faithfulness as we suffer. As Proverbs 
24:10 states, “If you faint in the day of 
adversity, your strength is small.”

Paul made the point in Romans 
5:5 that as we grow in the quali-
ties of endurance and character, we 
build a foundation of genuine hope—
unshakable confidence in God’s love 

and the anticipation of His promises. 
Hope is a powerful resource that is 
the result of tested and proven endur-
ance and character. Hope is our sure 
footing when life seems slippery, 
based on our certainty that even in 
the hardest of times, God has not for-
saken us (Hebrews 13:5). 

In addition to endurance, charac-
ter and hope, there are other qualities 
we develop when we experience dif-
ficult times, such as:

• Faith—our trust in the love, 
power and mercy of God to 
watch over us and care for us 
at all times.

• Patience—a willingness to 

Endurance and character are not 
easy to come by. They are forged 
in difficult times, giving us the 
strength to remain steadfast and 
exercise our faithfulness as we suffer.
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wait with confidence for God 
to take care of us in a diffi-
cult situation.

• Empathy—an understand-
ing and compassion for 
others based on a shared 
experience.

• Courage—the determina-
tion to overcome our fears to 
continue to follow and trust 
in God.

• Appreciation—the realiza-
tion that, even in our most 
difficult moments, God has 
given us much to be thank-
ful for and hopeful in.

• Perspective—the ability to 
see our situation from God’s 
point of view and the good 
that can come from our cir-
cumstances.
Each of these qualities makes 

us stronger, more stable and more 
mature. Each is an aspect of char-
acter that God is looking for in His 
children. And each grows within us 
as we encounter and successfully 
work through difficult times.

A path to repentance
God also allows us to suffer to 

turn us toward Him, helping us to 
make a strong, deep and complete 
commitment to Him.

Hebrews 12 says that God dis-
ciplines His children: “Endure tri-
als for the sake of discipline. God is 
treating you as children; for what 
child is there whom a parent does 
not discipline? If you do not have 
that discipline in which all children 
share, then you are illegitimate and 
not his children. 

“Moreover, we had human 
parents to discipline us, and we 
respected them. Should we not be 
even more willing to be subject to 
the Father of spirits and live? For 

they disciplined us for a short time 
as seemed best to them, but he dis-
ciplines us for our good, in order that 
we may share his holiness. Now, dis-
cipline always seems painful rather 
than pleasant at the time, but later 
it yields the peaceful fruit of righ-
teousness to those who have been 
trained by it” (verses 7-11, NRSV, 
emphasis added).

The word “discipline” has two 
applications. First, it means to train 
a person in accordance with proper 
rules of conduct (Louw and Nida). 
For example, one way God teaches 
us “proper rules of conduct” (His 
law) is through our study of Scrip-
ture.

Second, the word “discipline” 
means to punish for the purpose of 
improving behavior. Parents have 
the unpleasant responsibility of 
punishing their children to help 
them learn from their wrong behav-
ior. But as parents, since we love our 
children, we have to be willing to 
help them learn even the hard les-
sons.

In the same way, there are times 
when God allows us to suffer the 
consequences of disobedience so 
that we can learn from our sinful 
mistakes. If God ignored our misbe-
havior and allowed us to continue 
in it, He would not be expressing the 
love of a Father who wants the best 
for His children. 

Continuing in Hebrews 12, we 
read that the purpose of this kind of 
discipline is to strengthen and heal 

us spiritually, so we can continue in 
the “straight paths”—the way God 
wants us to live (verses 12-13).

Not all suffering is the direct 
result of God disciplining us. But 
when we suffer, we have an oppor-
tunity to look carefully at our lives, 
to consider the lesson of obedience 
that we can learn from the circum-
stances. Scripture calls that repen-
tance, which is at the foundation of 
our relationship with God.

God will wipe away every tear
In His loving wisdom, God is 

teaching us powerful lessons that 
will strengthen us for future expe-
riences and help to prepare us for 
our place in His eternal Kingdom. In 
this lifetime we’ll never completely 
understand why God allows some 
events to take place. But we can have 
faith that suffering isn’t arbitrary or 
meaningless—that even when we 
don’t understand it, He always has 
our best interest at heart.

God is creating within us quali-
ties of character that cannot be 
gained except by difficulty. And He 
also uses suffering to draw our atten-
tion to changes we need to make to 
put us on the “straight paths” of life.

Yes, we do live in a world of hurt. 
But it won’t always be this way.

When we have learned those les-
sons and are prepared to become 
part of His Kingdom, there will no 
longer be any need for suffering—
it will have served its purpose and 
will no longer be part of our lives. In 
His vision of the Kingdom of God, 
the apostle John wrote of a time to 
come when “God will wipe away 
every tear from their eyes; there 
shall be no more death, nor sorrow, 
nor crying. There shall be no more 
pain, for the former things have 
passed away” (Revelation 21:4).

Do you have other questions? For 
example, what role does Satan play 
in mankind’s suffering? See our 
article “Why Does God Allow Suffer-
ing?” on the LifeHopeandTruth.com 
website. D

We can have faith 
that suffering 

isn’t arbitrary or 
meaningless—that 

even when we 
don’t understand 
it, He always has 

our best interest at 
heart.

http://lifehopeandtruth.com/life/evil-and-suffering/why-does-god-allow-suffering/
http://lifehopeandtruth.com/life/evil-and-suffering/why-does-god-allow-suffering/
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he state of human 
relationships today is gen-
erally poor. No matter the 
level—whether head of state 
to head of state, nation to 

nation or person to person—there are 
many examples of strained and broken 
relationships. 

Person against person
In the United States, it has sadly 

become routine to hear of disgruntled 
employees shooting their supervisors 
and fellow employees. And then there 
are the mass shootings at schools, shop-
ping centers and movie theaters orches-
trated by angry and mentally disturbed 
individuals.

Internationally, bullying, stalking, 
kidnapping and street violence are all 
symptoms of our damaged world.

At home, in the intimate personal 
relationships found in marriage, many 
husbands and wives struggle to get 
along. In most Western countries, about 
50 percent of marriages end in divorce, 
and millions of other couples (many 
with children) break up without ever 
making a commitment of marriage.

Dissecting a breakup
Since we humans have had plenty 

of experience with bad relationships, 
it is actually quite easy to document 
and even predict the progressive steps 
that generally occur as relationships 
go bad. At the earliest stages of conflict, 
little disagreements are glossed over or 
ignored. Eventually something hap-
pens that evokes anger and frustration, 
which moves the relationship into the 
conflict stage.

Why do some relationships 
sour and end? What principles 
can we glean from the Bible 
to preserve or heal our 
relationships with family and 
friends?

By David Treybig

7 Keys to Better
Relationships

Relationships

Photos: 123RF
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As the conflict progresses, both par-
ties experience hostile feelings and neg-
ative communication from the other. At 
this stage, many share their side of the 
disagreement with others and look for 
consolation from them. The relation-
ship comes to an end after one or both 
individuals decide that the pain and 
dissatisfaction are no longer worth con-
tinuing the relationship. Although this 
progression can be stopped at any stage, 
too often the process runs its course to 
the end. 

For a more detailed explanation of 
how marriage relationships fail, see 
the sidebar “The Process of Conflict.” 
Although this sidebar describes what 
happens as marriages fail, the process is 
similar in the breakdown of other types 
of relationships.

Steps that heal and preserve
Although there are occasions when 

relationships must regrettably end 
(see the sidebar: “When to End a Rela-
tionship”), many can be saved, healed 
and preserved by following principles 
revealed to us in the Bible. Here are 
seven keys to better relationships:

Key #1: Don’t raise your 
voice.

The Bible says that a “soft answer 
turns away wrath” (Proverbs 15:1). 
When discussions turn into yelling 
matches, people’s opinions are not 
changed. Instead, they are hardened 
and people feel justified in their own 
position because of the other person’s 
behavior.

Key #2: Always tell the 
truth.

 Although it has become common 
for people to routinely lie, if your friend 
realizes that you don’t always speak 
the truth, he or she will never know 
whether to believe what you say. Rela-
tionships are built on trust and when 
one party lies, trust is undermined. 
Focusing on this point, Paul told the 
Ephesians to put “away lying, ‘Let each 
one of you speak truth with his neigh-
bor’” (Ephesians 4:25).

Key #3: Always show 
respect. 

While we may not appreciate or agree 
with someone’s opinions or actions, we 
need to show respect to the person. We 
may not understand all that went into 

the decision, or the person may have 
simply made a mistake. As Paul wrote, 
“Speak evil of no one” (Titus 3:2). 

Key #4: Strive to be a 
gentle, peaceful person.

While some people mistakenly 
believe such attributes are signs of 
weakness, they are actually keys to 
better relationships and reflections of 
godliness. Paul admonishes us: “If it is 
possible, as much as depends on you, 
live peaceably with all men” (Romans 
12:18). James adds: “The wisdom that is 
from above is first pure, then peaceable, 
gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy 
and good fruits, without partiality and 
without hypocrisy” (James 3:17).

Key #5: Think before you 
speak.

While it is tempting to quickly 
respond to slights and false accusa-

tions, we will do well to carefully con-
sider our words before we speak. Will 
what we say help resolve the issue or 
only deepen a wound? Once uttered, 
words cannot be retracted. Even though 
we may apologize, the other person is 
still likely to remember what we said. 
As James wrote, “Let every man be swift 
to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath” 
(James 1:19).

Key #6: Be quick to 
apologize and to accept an 
apology. 

Everyone makes mistakes, so be 
quick to apologize when you learn that 
you have offended someone or done 
something wrong. 

We also need to readily accept apol-
ogies when others admit they made a 
mistake and apologize to us. Expound-
ing upon this expectation, Christ said, 
“For if you forgive men their trespasses, 

The Process of Conflict

1. The Latent Stage 
Negative feelings are not brought out in 
the open and discussed, and frustration 
and dissatisfaction increase.

2. The Trigger Stage
The triggering event is often small and 
seemingly unrelated to the outpouring 
of anger and frustration that come out.

3. The Clash Stage 
Pent-up frustrations and irritations pour 
out. This is often a surprise to the other 
partner who didn’t realize the depth of 
the feelings. This clash can lead to resolu-
tion, avoidance or simply continuing in a 
state of conflict.

4. The Increase-of-Conflict 
Stage
The conflict begins to spread to other ar-
eas of life. Hostile criticisms and disparag-
ing remarks cause anger and bitterness 
to grow. Each person feels rejected and 
threatened. There is less willingness to 
accept blame and more willingness to 
blame the other person. In some cases, 
one partner will try to make himself or 
herself feel more adequate by tearing 
down the other.

5. The Search-for-Allies Stage
Each partner tries to find allies who will 

support him or her and agree that the 
other person is the cause of the problem. 
Some couples use their children as allies 
in order to hurt one another. Intimate 
problems are discussed with friends and 
relatives as each one seeks allies. The two 
become more hostile to each other and 
less willing to compromise.

6. The Search-for-Alternate-
Sources-of-Gratification Stage
If the conflict continues, the hostility 
becomes so great and the satisfaction 
so small that one or both partners may 
begin to look for emotional fulfillment 
outside of the relationship. Some seek 
fulfillment through children, work, 
hobbies, community service, etc. Married 
couples may fall into or seek extramarital 
relationships. The emotional investment 
in the relationship is greatly reduced.

7. The Dissolution Stage
The last stage of an unresolved conflict 
is the breakup of the relationship. One 
or both partners reach the point where 
they are unwilling to continue to put up 
with the situation. 

This downward spiral can be stopped at 
any stage, but it will take awareness and 
work as described in the accompanying 
article. (Source: Nick Stinnett, James 
Walters and Evelyn Kaye; Relationships in 
Marriage and the Family, second edition, 
1984, pp. 191-192.)
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your heavenly Father will also forgive 
you. But if you do not forgive men their 
trespasses, neither will your Father for-
give your trespasses” (Matthew 6:14-15).

Key #7: Use God’s Holy 
Spirit. 

The evidence of God’s Spirit working 
within us is “love, joy, peace, longsuffer-
ing, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
gentleness, self-control” (Galatians 5:22-
23). The Holy Spirit also helps us to be 
sound minded and spiritually mature 
(2 Timothy 1:7). If we truly “walk in the 
Spirit” (Galatians 5:16), these traits will 
characterize our actions and commu-
nication. These traits will also endear us 
to our friends.

Many biblical passages give practi-
cal details about how using God’s Holy 
Spirit can help our relationships. Con-
sider how pleasant it would be to have 
a friend who fully displayed the fruit of 
love as the apostle Paul described it:

“Love suffers long and is kind; love 
does not envy; love does not parade 
itself, is not puffed up; does not behave 
rudely, does not seek its own, is not pro-
voked, thinks no evil; does not rejoice in 
iniquity, but rejoices in the truth; bears 
all things, believes all things, hopes all 
things, endures all things. Love never 
fails” (1 Corinthians 13:4-8).

Growing in that kind of love leads to 
the kind of healthy, beautiful relation-

ships that God wants us to have! Other 
passages that can help us develop godly 
relationships include Philippians 2:1-5 
and Romans 12:9-21. Study these pas-
sages and ask for God’s help to apply 
them.

Put these keys to work in your rela-
tionships and watch the positive results 
unfold. God’s timeless principles always 
bear good fruit.

You will find more resources about 
improving marriage and other relation-
ships in the “Relationships” section of 
the LifeHopeandTruth.com website. D

When to End a 
Friendship
Some mistakenly believe that they 
don’t have any choice regarding their 
friends and that they must preserve 
all relationships—no matter how bad 
they might be. Quite to the contrary, 
the Bible notes that “the righteous 
should choose his friends carefully” 
(Proverbs 12:26). 

While we should never end a rela-
tionship without careful thought (we 
don’t want to embrace the throwaway 
mentality many have toward relation-
ships today) or without first doing 
what we can to resolve the problem 
(Romans 12:18), there are times when 
ending a relationship is the appropri-
ate course of action. Here are a few 
situations where such a decision may 
be warranted:

 The person refuses to 
accept any responsibility for the 
problem and refuses to work with 
you to resolve the conflict (Mat-
thew 18:15-17).

 The person persistently 
acts in an ungodly, illegal or un-
ethical way (Proverbs 12:26).

 The person threatens 
you, engages in any form of abuse 
or tells you to leave (Psalm 120:7; 
Proverbs 22:24).

1

2

3

Although there are 
occasions when 
relationships must 
regrettably end, 
many can be saved, 
healed and preserved 
by following 
principles revealed to 
us in the Bible.

5 Keys to Improve 
Your Marriage

Download 
Now

http://lifehopeandtruth.com/relationships/
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DDO YOU CONSIDER CHANGE GOOD OR BAD?
Political campaigns use the word change to evoke long-

ing for a better world. Self-help programs tap into our deep-
seated desire for a better “me.”

But when the concept of change sinks deeper into our con-
scious and subconscious minds, it stirs up something else. 

Fear
Two-time heavyweight boxing champion George Fore-

man recognized that. He wrote, “Change of any kind scares 
most people so much … they don’t allow for something new to 
become a possibility before their anxiety talks them out of it” 
(George Foreman’s Guide to Life, 2002, p. 37).

We all want things to change—for the better! 
But we’ve seen enough times when things went the other 

way. If change brings the risk of something worse or no bet-
ter, most of us naturally cling to the status quo. We’re more 
comfortable with the problems we know than the unknown 
lurking behind the door of change.

And not only that, change can be really difficult. We all 
have things in our lives that we wish were different and 
maybe even have tried to change, but we have given up and 
accepted them because permanent change is just so hard.

If we are to change, we need to clearly see why we need to 
change—and the benefits.

Why change?
It’s ungrammatical, but it’s true: If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.
However, most of us find there are broken things in our 

lives. Things that aren’t really satisfying. Maybe some of our 
relationships are becoming more painful than pleasant. Per-
haps we are stuck in patterns of self-destructive responses 
and habits that we can’t seem to figure out how to escape 
from.

Perhaps you relate to author Charles S. Platkin’s descrip-
tion of his frustration with useless diets and a series of failed 
romantic and business relationships: “After years of research, 
self-reflection, self-examination, and my share of failures, I 

Change

What kind of year will 2014 be for you? Will it be the same as or worse than 
2013? Or will you make breakthrough changes that will transform your life for 

the better? You can choose—and receive the help you need!
By Mike Bennett

Photo: Chantelle West
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88 Percent of  
Resolutions Fail
At the beginning of every year, we 
hear of New Year’s resolutions like 
these on the top 10 list from 2013:

1. Lose weight.
2. Get a job.
3. Save money.
4. Be happy.
5. Fall in love.
6. Travel.
7. Take a photo every day for 

a year.
8. Eat, drink, learn or try 

something new.
9. Quit smoking.
10. Set an attainable athletic 

goal, like running a 5 or 10K 
(source: 43Things.com).

There are other resolutions that 
are perennial favorites: 

• Drink less alcohol.
• Eat healthy food.
• Get a better education.
• Manage stress.
• Volunteer to help others 

(source: USA.gov).
Of course, most resolutions are 
soon forgotten. A survey of more 
than 3,000 people by British psy-
chologist Richard Wiseman found 
that 88 percent of all resolutions 
end in failure. 

This highlights the difficulty of 
changing habits and achieving 
goals, but it doesn’t mean setting 
goals is not important. Written 
goals with detailed, step-by-step 
plans and checkpoints are much 
more likely to be achieved. And 
remember, God wants you to 
succeed with positive changes 
to your life. So ask Him in prayer 
to give you an extra measure of 
strength to succeed!

realized that many of the things occur-
ring in my life were beginning to look 
familiar. I found something they had 
in common, that is, patterns and out-
comes I had experienced before, which 
drove me to the same places that I didn’t 
want to see again” (Breaking the Pattern, 
2002, pp. x-xi).

Many of our natural reactions to dis-
appointments don’t change anything. 
They are unfulfilling and just further 
the cycle of frustration and regret. One 
common reaction is to look for someone 
to blame. But this natural response is 
just another trap.

As Mr. Platkin discovered after inter-
viewing hundreds of successful people, 
“One of the key characteristics of all 
successful people is their ability to avoid 
the trap of blaming others for whatever 
failures or setbacks trip them up along 
the road to achievement. Blaming oth-
ers means there’s nothing within your 
power or control to fix a problem. It 
means there are no choices. … No suc-
cessful person would ever tolerate this 
kind of surrendering to the whims of 
others” (p. 13).

Certainly other people add to our 
woes. But playing the blame game 
doesn’t help. It just sets us up for failure.

When we finally come to the point 
when we can no longer put up with 
the problems in our lives or their con-
sequences, and when we recognize our 
personal responsibility, we are ready for 
change. At that stage, the situation may 
feel hopeless, but there is hope. There is 
Someone who wants us to change—and 
to succeed in life—even more than we 
want it ourselves.

The Eternal God created us with the 
capacity to change, and He will show 
us the way to transform our lives. If we 
choose to change, He will give us the 
help we need to break the chains of the 
past and prepare for a future beyond 
our wildest dreams!

What’s the No. 1 change God 
wants?

God created everything, so He knows 
what works and what doesn’t. He made 
laws that show the right way to live, and 
He tells us that disobeying those laws 
leads to the heartaches and failures that 
afflict humanity. He tells us that all of us 
have sinned against Him and brought 
the automatic consequences upon our-
selves—and earned the ultimate pen-
alty of death (Romans 3:23; 6:23).

But God is merciful and wants to 
forgive us—if we seek His forgiveness 
and commit to change. This change 
of mind—this U-turn in our lives—is 
called repentance. When we first come 
to recognize the need for this dramatic 
change, we may be fearful or feel over-
whelmed. But it is more than worth it. 
It is the No. 1 change God is looking for 
in us, and it is the starting point for an 
awesome transformation. In the end, 
the great Creator God wants us to be His 
children!

How to change for the best
We begin making this change by 

learning about God’s beneficial laws 
(see our free booklet God’s 10 Com-
mandments). 

Then we must recognize where we 
have broken those laws and learn to 
abhor those sins as God does. He hates 
sin intensely, yet He loves us so much 
that He allowed His Son, Jesus Christ, 
to pay our death penalty for us! That 
should impress on our minds both the 
enormity of sin and the awesomeness of 
God’s mercy.

Repentance is not just expressing 
sorrow for past sins—it means commit-
ting to overcoming sin with God’s help 
and striving to live as Jesus Christ lived. 

The apostle Peter summarized 
the conversion process in Acts 2:38: 
“Repent, and let every one of you be 
baptized in the name of Jesus Christ 

Certainly other people add 
to our woes. But playing 
the blame game doesn’t 
help. It just sets us up for 

failure.

43Things.com
USA.gov
http://hub.am/1cGrzoM
http://hub.am/1cGrzoM
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The 2007 movie The Bucket List cemented in the popu-
lar consciousness making lists of things to do before 
you die. Jack Nicholson and Morgan Freeman’s skydiv-
ing, drag racing and trips to exotic places are typical of 
many bucket lists, but some people’s life goals are more 
unusual. 

Consider these from the book What Do You Want to Do 
Before You Die? (Ben Nemtin, Dave Lingwood, Duncan 
Penn and Jonnie Penn, 2012):

• I want to longboard down an active volcano.
• I want to kayak in a bay of bioluminescent plank-

ton.
• I want to do a handstand at the South Pole so I 

can say I held up the world.
Many of the other goals in the book remind me of the 
excuse of hopeless people: “Let us eat and drink, for to-
morrow we die!” (Isaiah 22:13; 1 Corinthians 15:32).

But what would a biblical bucket list look like? 
• “Let each of you look out not only for his own 

interests, but also for the interests of others” 
(Philippians 2:4).

• Do God’s will and support His work. “Jesus said to 
them, ‘My food is to do the will of Him who sent 
Me, and to finish His work’” (John 4:34). 

• Give blessings to others (Genesis 27:4; 48:1-21; 
49:1-33).

• “Seek first the kingdom of God and His righ-
teousness” (Matthew 6:33). Abraham “waited for 
the city which has foundations, whose builder 
and maker is God” (Hebrews 11:10)—a goal he 
will soon achieve, thousands of years after he 
died!

That’s what makes a biblical bucket list different. Like 
Abraham, God’s people know that what we do before 
we die is important—because it prepares us for a won-
derful eternity when accomplishment will never stop!

What’s on your eternity list?

Biblical Bucket List?

for the remission of sins; and you shall 
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.”

The transformative gift of the Holy 
Spirit opens the way for even more ben-
eficial results, including the wonder-
ful fruit of the Spirit and eternal life as 
children of God! The benefits God offers 
those willing to change their lives are 
truly astounding!

Action!
Of course, just reading these words 

will not change your life. Change 
requires action! What’s the next step? 
Our new booklet Change Your Life! pres-
ents a concise but more-detailed look 
at the biblical process of conversion. It 
examines the vital scriptures you need 
to understand to turn your life around 
and become the person God wants you 
to be.

Download it now and commit to 
making the changes God wants from 
you in 2014 and beyond. The informa-
tion in the booklet is priceless—and the 
benefits will last forever! D

Seven Laws of Successful Change
Many experts have tried to figure out the keys to success in life. Why do some 
people achieve so much, while so many of us just live day to day, struggling 
to keep our heads above water?

The simplest, yet most practical and profound, list I have discovered was com-
piled by Herbert W. Armstrong, one of the most successful writers and reli-
gious figures  of the 20th century.

Mr. Armstrong’s “seven laws of success” are:

These principles can be applied to any goal, but they are especially vital in the 
highest-priority spiritual goal. 

This most important goal can be stated in different ways in Scripture: to 
repent and be converted (Acts 3:19) or to be transformed to live like Jesus 
Christ (Romans 12:2; Galatians 2:20). 

By aiming for this goal of change, we will seek what He offers us—the 
wonderful Kingdom of God—and live as He lives—righteously (Matthew 
6:33). 

There can be no greater success than achieving this goal—to be a child of 
God inheriting the eternal Kingdom of God (Romans 8:14-17)!

1. Aim for the right goal.
2.  Educate yourself.

3.  Maintain good health.
4.  Drive yourself—put out 

wholehearted effort.

5.  Be resourceful.
6.  Persevere—stick to it.

7.  Have regular contact with 
God and ask for His guidance 

and continuous help.

http://hub.am/1cGrEbT
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A

Bible

Bible Software:  
Tools to Maximize 
Your Study
What can Bible software do that 
I can’t already do? Why bother 
learning to use new software? 
Bible software can be worth the 
time—and some of it is free!
By Kevin Epps

A PARTICULAR BIBLE PASSAGE STATES,  
“Seal the book until the time of the end; many 
shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall increase” 
(reference to be given later, emphasis added 
throughout). 

Increased transportation and knowledge are signs of the 
time of the end. 

When the books of the Bible were written, an effective 
means of transportation was the horse. This remained a 
preferred mode of transportation for 1,800 years thereafter. 
However, in the 1900s the automobile came to be the most 
preferred mode of daily transportation. 

People recognized that travel by car was done with more 
ease, comfort, enjoyment and speed than previous modes of 
travel. 

Similar benefits have been noted in regard to using Bible 
software. Unlike the automobile, Bible software does not 
necessarily replace our much-loved Bibles. Instead, it can 
be a perfect companion to our Bibles. While the increase in 
knowledge is not always used for the good of mankind, Bible 
software can greatly improve our studies. 

Below are some fundamental benefits of using Bible soft-
ware, along with some sample Bible studies. At the end is a list 
of free and other popular Bible software.

Easy word searches
Many times we remember part of a scripture, but can’t 

remember exactly where it is. For example, where does it say, 
“Seal the book until the time of the end; many shall run to 
and fro, and knowledge shall increase”? 

Photo: iStockphoto
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Without Bible software, you would have 
three basic possibilities: 

• Perhaps you would just concentrate, 
hoping that it would come to you. Of 
course, God can bring any scripture to 
our remembrance when He chooses 
to do so. He also expects us to help 
ourselves by using the best resources 
available to us.

• If you remembered that this passage 
is located in the book of Daniel, then 
you might begin skimming through 
Daniel until you found it (in chapter 
12, the last chapter). 

• Or, if you had a concordance in the 
back of your Bible, then you might 
look under a key word for this verse 
(for example, “increase”) and find it 
listed. 

The above options can be a lengthy process, especially 
when the word or passage is not listed in the small concor-
dance included with many Bibles. Now, let’s see how quickly 
we might find this passage while using Bible software (spe-
cific steps vary with different software packages):

• You would click on the Search button and type a key 
word and hit Enter. In a matter of seconds, the software 
pulls up the verses that contain that key word. You glance 
through them until you spot the match—Daniel 12:4. 
That’s it—no wait and no stress. These speeds are com-
mon among the various software brands. 

Word patterns
From here, we can discover word patterns that can lead to 

a deeper understanding of Scripture. The following sample 
research would be very challenging without Bible software. 

Let’s explore the usage of a common word, “love,” and its 
variations in the Gospels. Variations of this word are found 
92 times: Matthew (13 times), Mark (6), Luke (16) and John 
(57). 

Interestingly, over half of the occurrences are found in one 
Gospel—John’s. The apostle John identifies himself a few times 
as the one “whom Jesus loved” (John 13:23; 19:26; 20:2; 21:7). So 
the abundant references to “love” in John’s Gospel appear to 
be an expression of his unique relationship with Christ. John’s 
Gospel also openly declares God’s “love” to all humanity in 
perhaps the most cited passage today, John 3:16. 

Now let’s add another key word and search for verses that 
contain variations of both “love” and “command”—Matthew 
(0 verses), Mark (2), Luke (0) and John (7). So John uses these 
words together more than the others. This holds true for the 
rest of the New Testament—Romans (1 verse), 2 Corinthians 
(1), 1 Timothy (1), 1 John (4) and 2 John (2). 

Reflecting upon this pattern can unravel an often over-
looked fact about love—it goes hand in hand with keeping 
God’s “commands.” Therefore, it follows that the one who 
most often mentions “love” would also speak about keeping 
“commandments” the most. As John 14:15 says, “If you love 
Me, keep My commandments.” 

So, concepts such as “love” and “faith” do not exclude 
commandment-keeping. John records this in Revelation 

14:12: “Here is the patience of the saints; here are those who 
keep the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus.”

Without using Bible software, how long might it take 
someone to notice this frequency and pattern of word usage? 
It would be very challenging. Yet this basic feature leads to 
unlimited research and understanding of life-changing bibli-
cal truth. 

Understanding the meanings of words
After finding words that we search for, we can take our 

study to the next level—word studies. Let’s pick up where we 
left off with the words “love” and “command.” Without Bible 
software, the following steps are common:

• Look up the word “love” in a concordance, typically 
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, which shows each place 
where that word is found and which assigns a number for 
the corresponding Hebrew or Greek word with its limited 
definitions.

• Find the word and number assigned to “love” in John 
14:15 (agapaō, #25).

• Flip to the back of the concordance to find the definition 
for this word. 

• Repeat the above steps for “command” (entolē, #1785).
These steps can be exhausting when there are multiple 

words to look up. Yet many Bible software packages can dis-
play the Strong’s number next to each word. And the defini-
tion can be seen by simply clicking on the number. Some even 
allow definitions to pop up on the screen when the cursor just 
touches the number (no clicking necessary). Then the defini-
tion can be copied or printed for easy accessibility later. (Note: 
More detailed definitions can be found in other resources that 
are more authoritative than Strong’s.)

Again, this can be done in a matter of seconds—no flipping 
back and forth in a thick concordance or bookmarking pages 
or writing out definitions. 

Example: Looking up the meanings of love
Next we’ll move to the area of properly citing words and 

their meanings. Did you know that there are different Greek 
words for “love” that underscore different facets of this word? 
The same is true for other English words. Therefore, it would 
be helpful to be able to distinguish the different Greek words 
that are used for the same English word. 

Photo: iStockphoto
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One such source is Vine’s Complete Expository Dictionary of 
Old and New Testament Words. Granted, this title is a mouth-
ful, but the content is very user-friendly. Here, two Greek verbs 
for “love” are listed, agapaō (#25) and phileo (#5368). Most are 
more familiar with the latter word, phileo, and its affiliation 
with “Philadelphia,” the city of “brotherly love.” Phileo often 
conveys the idea of cherishing someone or an affection result-
ing from a gratifying interpersonal association. 

However, the first word, agapaō, emphasizes a serving type 
of love, regardless of the existence of a close relationship. This 
word is used in John 14:15 and is discussed at length in Vine’s:

“Christian love has God for its primary object, and 
expresses itself first of all in implicit obedience to His com-
mandments, John 14:15, 21, 23; 15:10; 1 John 2:5; 5:3; 2 John 
6. Selfwill, that is, self-pleasing, is the negation of love to God. 

“Christian love, whether exercised toward the brethren, or 
toward men generally, is not an impulse from the feelings, it 
does not always run with the natural inclinations, nor does it 
spend itself only upon those for whom some affinity is discov-
ered. Love seeks the welfare of all.”

Agapaō love is driven by God, the primary object as well as 
the source of a Christian’s obedience to His commandments. 
There’s nothing legalistic about this required expression of 
love (agape) toward God and humanity. John was the disciple 
“whom Jesus loved” (agapaō) in unconditional service (John 
13:23) and “whom Jesus loved” (phileo) with brotherly affec-
tion as, perhaps, His closest friend (John 20:2). 

Example: the meaning of commandments
Now we’ll look at the Greek word for “commandments” 

(entolē, #1785). Does this only refer to keeping charges that 
are explicitly spoken by Jesus Christ in John 14 and else-
where? Consider Luke 23:56: “Then they returned and pre-
pared spices and fragrant oils. And they rested on the Sabbath 
according to the commandment [entolē].” This is in step with 
what Christ taught and the example He left for His followers. 
After all, He is the “Lord of the Sabbath” (Mark 2:28). 

This is applicable to the rest of the 10 Commandments, as 
well as the one that summarizes the last six: “You shall love 
your neighbor as yourself” (Matthew 19:16-19; Romans 13:9). 

The 10 Commandments are considered binding and 
important for everyone, as compared to circumcision, which 
is not required for salvation. Notice how Paul distinguishes 
such commandments from one another, “Circumcision is 
nothing … but keeping the commandments [entolē] of God is 
what matters” (1 Corinthians 7:19).

Enrich your library, saving space and often money
So we’ve seen how helpful Bible software can be. But there 

are other advantages. A small bookcase in one’s office might 
hold around 25 books on each shelf. Let’s say that the top shelf 
is reserved for Bibles, lexicons, commentaries and other Bible 
resources. At a very modest estimate of $20 per book (though 
a Bible can cost $75), the resources on this shelf alone would 
cost $500. 

Free software
As for Bible software, one of the most popular packages, 

called e-Sword, is completely free. It offers 25 versions of the 
Bible, including notable translations such the King James Ver-
sion, King James Version (with Strong’s numbers), Modern 
King James Version, English Standard Version, Lexham Eng-
lish Bible, English Majority Text and Young’s Literal Transla-
tion.

E-Sword also has 13 free Bible dictionaries, including the 
International Standard Bible Encyclopedia. Additionally, there 
are 18 free commentaries, such as Adam Clarke’s; Jamieson, 
Fausset, and Brown; and Albert Barnes’ Notes. Other books, 
such as the New King James Version can be purchased at dis-
counted prices, often around $15. See e-sword.net.

Other ways to access Bibles, dictionaries and commentar-
ies for free include visiting websites such as blueletterbible
.org, biblegateway.com and biblesuite.com.

More powerful purchased software
If, or when, you’re interested in purchasing a fully loaded 

package, you might want to consider the Logos Bible Soft-
ware. Logos has a starter package for over $200 that includes 
191 resources (a print value of $3,500). From here, you can 
work your way up to larger libraries, if you prefer to do so. See 
logos.com.

Other popular packages are BibleWorks, QuickVerse and 
PC Study Bible. All of these packages are space-efficient, as 
they can be downloaded or stored on a CD.

(Note: We hope these recommendations are helpful, but 
they are not exhaustive, so you may want to do additional 
research, especially before spending money. We are not con-
nected with any of these software makers or websites, and we 
receive no benefits for recommending them.)

Knowledge, indeed, has increased
Are you taking advantage of these learning tools? Never 

before has so much biblical material been so easily accessible 
and affordable. The Bible is an annual best seller, but it’s the 
least understood book. Too often, it’s a book that is purchased 
but left dormant on a table or shelf. Yet the use of Bible soft-
ware can, in turn, motivate us to “blow the dust off” of our 
hard-copy Bibles.

Nevertheless, using Bible software should not be driven 
by intellectual vanity. The apostle Paul warned about such 
ineffective pursuits of knowledge, “always learning and never 
able to come to the knowledge of the truth” (2 Timothy 3:7). 

Instead, let’s study with the goal of repentance and chang-
ing our lives. Therefore, the proper motive for obtaining Bible 
software is to “grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord 
and Savior Jesus Christ” (2 Peter 3:18).

For more about getting the most out of Bible study, see 
“How to Study the Bible” and “Bible Study Tools: Where to 
Start” on the LifeHopeandTruth.com website. D

A small bookcase in one’s office 
might hold around 25 books 
on each shelf. At a very modest 
estimate of $20 per book, the 
resources on this shelf alone 
would cost $500. 
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Yet in recent decades, those expectations have changed drastically in the 
increasingly secular wealthy nations. The fertility rates in most Western nations 
have cratered, leading to declining populations. Many couples today, particu-
larly in wealthy countries, view offspring as redundant carbon emitters and thus 
embrace childlessness as a “green” virtue. Others see this more as an excuse of a 
generation averse to the self-sacrifices of parenthood.

Population implosion?
When Auguste Comte presciently declared “demography is destiny,” the 19th-

century social scientist could have hardly imagined the vast swing in national 
population and power taking place in our time. What factors are leading to this 
population implosion? 

In order to maintain a steady population, the fertility rate needs to be a mini-
mum of 2.1 children per woman. If the rate climbs higher, the country grows in 
population. If, however, it tumbles to one child per woman—a figure now not far 
away in several countries—then each generation will be half the size of the previ-
ous, with dramatic effects on society. 

Japan is the canary
Japan is the canary in the coal mine for all advanced societies with regards to 

the war on fertility and the potential economic and cultural suicide that results. 
Since cresting in 2008 at 127.8 million, the downward demographic momentum 
has been stunning. Having dropped by a million by 2011, the Japanese population 
is expected to cascade even faster downward. 

Even if it maintains the current low fertility rate of 1.3—which continues 
to plunge each year—Japan’s population could be shaved by more than half 
to only 56 million by the end of the century. Demographers have noted that 
Japan’s loss of population will be equivalent to that experienced during the 
plague in medieval Europe. 

The Birth 
Dearth

World InSight

Shrinking populations in wealthy countries reflect 
changing views of religion, family and sexuality.

Is parenting becoming a lost value in a 
secular and selfish world?

By Neal Hogberg

WHERE DID THE 
CHILDREN GO?

Throughout history, it has been a 
given that human populations would 
grow. More children meant more productivity on 
farms and more strength for nations. Governments and 
businesses have long factored growth into their planning. Many 
religions taught that family is important and children are a blessing. 

Fertility rates (number of children per 
woman) in five wealthy countries are 
steadily declining, a phenomenon 
that threatens to significantly alter the 
population of each nation.

1.36

1.2

1.2

2.1

1.3

This demographic trajectory brings 
serious consequences. Japan in 2040 
will have one citizen over 100 years 
old for every baby born. This top-
heavy population, with a gray tsunami 
of elderly and a scarcity of infants, is 
already shown by the fact that in 2011 
Japan’s largest diaper manufacturer 
Unicharm Corp. reported that it sold 
more adult diapers than baby diapers.

Unsustainable levels
How will a declining number of 

young workers be able to support an 
increasing number of retired elderly 
people? With ratios of workers to retir-
ees dwindling to unsustainable levels, 
the Land of the Rising Sun could be 
aptly renamed the Land of the Setting 
Sun. It has continuously tinkered with 
failed government subsidies and pro-
grams to stoke the birthrate, only to see 
levels drop further. 

As Japan continues its spiraling 
“baby strike” by young adults, it is 
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rapidly becoming a society without 
children. A nation that once glorified 
children is asking itself, where did the 
children go? 

While each nation has slightly dif-
ferent reasons for its current birth 
dearth, Japan has some that appear 
universal. With the level of women in 
college soaring in the 1970s, Japanese 
women began to delay marriage. By 
2010 the average age of those marry-
ing for the first time was 28.8 years. 
For many, raising children has been 
cancelled altogether. 

Now Japan has its infamous para-
saito shinguru or “parasite single,” 
mostly college-educated, working 
women who, well into their 30s, live 
rent-free with their parents so as to 
direct their entire paycheck to dis-
cretionary spending on international 
travel, jewelry and designer clothing. 
Japan’s young men are depicted as 
even more self-centered, many being 
called “herbivores” in the national 
press for their preference for video 
games, “virtual” friends and com-
ics rather than relationships with 
women and launching into adult life. 

Combined with delayed marriage 
and fewer marriages, divorce has fur-
ther depressed Japan’s ability to repro-
duce. The divorce rate has jumped 
300 percent in just two generations.

Europe headed for population 
free fall?

Europe also has a dramatic imbal-
ance between coffins and cradles. If 
current European fertility rates hold, 
the continent’s population will free-
fall from 738 million in 2010 to 482 
million at the turn of the century. 

The Italian demographer Massimo 
Livi-Bacci, in his paper “Demographic 
Shocks: The View From History,” says 
the population decline in Europe is 
worse than it was after the two world 
wars of the last century and can only 
be compared to the 1300s when the 
bubonic plague ravaged Europe.

Thirty percent of German women 
say they don’t intend to have children, 
and nearly a quarter of German men 
said “zero” children is the ideal family 
size. It is no shock that the fertility rate 
is an anemic 1.36. Germany’s popula-
tion is already shedding over 100,000 
people a year, and by the year 2100 

German geriatrics will outnumber 
children under the age of 15 by 4-to-1. 

Italy and Spain have fertility rates 
nearing 1.2. Such a low fertility rate is 
considered a tipping point at which a 
nation’s population goes into a death 
spiral and loses 50 percent within just 
45 years. 

Unlike Japan, Europe does have 
immigration—mostly from North 
Africa and the Middle 
East—to fill part of 
the demographic 
vacuum. This 
has been the case 
in the United 
Kingdom, which 
currently is the 
European Union’s 
fastest-growing 
countr y. But 
even with mas-
sive numbers of 
immigrants 

who have higher birthrates, the pop-
ulation of Europe as a whole is still 
shrinking. 

Author Phillip Longman, who 
wrote of the impact of falling birth-
rates in The Empty Cradle, used this 
poignant metaphor: “If Europe were a 
woman, her biological clock would be 
rapidly running down. It is not too late 
to adopt more children, but they won’t 
look like her” (2004, p. 67).

Modernity and America
Why the population drop? Social 

scientists explain the cause broadly as 
“modernity.” They correlate the impact 

of a perfect storm of numerous factors 
as varied as women’s education and 
media exposure, birth control and 
college costs, $1,000 strollers and how 
often a couple attends a church. And, 
of course, changes in marriage, cohab-
itation and abortion play a major part. 

The United States has not escaped 
these trends. While the country as a 
whole flutters around the 2.1 replace-
ment birthrate, the rate for white, 
college-educated women is only 1.6. 
Experts expect the entire nation will 
soon see a declining birthrate.

When Time magazine (Aug. 12, 
2013) has a cover article titled “The 
Childfree Life: When Having It All 

Means Not Having Children,” it 
softly translates “modernity” into 

selfishness and self-absorption. 

Secularism and selfish-
ness

It should come as little 
surprise that the birth 

dearth is striking par-
ticularly hard at “post-
Christian” Europe and 

the most secular seg-
ments of America.

The Bible addresses fertility 
and children. One of the prom-
ised blessings for national obedi-
ence is an abundance of children 
(Deuteronomy 28:4), while a curse 
of disobedience is being “left few in 
number” (verse 62). (Of course, the 
Bible shows a number of righteous 
women and men who were unable 

to have children. Many couples today 
also are unable to have children 

through no choice of their own.)
The question is: Do we value chil-

dren as a blessing or see them as a 
burden? The Bible describes children 
as a “heritage from the Lord” and says 
that “the fruit of the womb is a reward” 
(Psalm 127:3). While proper planning 
and an ability to provide for children 
is vital, we want to avoid the evil atti-
tudes of the end times described in 2 
Timothy 3 where men are “lovers of 
themselves … unloving … lovers of 
pleasure rather than lovers of God.” 

In a world where the shallow goal 
of pleasure is the top priority, chil-
dren-who demand time, money and 
effort-will become an increasingly 
scarce resource. D
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$1.277
TRILLION: China’s holdings 
of U.S. Treasuries (as of the 
end of July 2013). Total U.S. 

public debt will shortly 
top $17 trillion, about one 
third of it held by foreign 

investors. The national debt 
is more than 100 percent 

of the gross domestic 
product—a worrisome level 

that cannot be sustained 
(Reuters, USA Today and 

Bloomberg.com).

Read about the time when all weapons 
of mass destruction will be defused and 

world peace will come in the section 
on the “Kingdom of God” on the 

LifeHopeandTruth.com website.

5MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT: Current setting of the Bulletin of 
the Atomic Scientists’ Doomsday Clock. It started at seven 
minutes to midnight in 1947 as the world entered the atomic 
age and reached two minutes to midnight in 1953 as the 
United States and Soviet Union raced to build the H-bomb. It 
was turned back to 17 minutes before midnight in 1991 after 
the Cold War ended, but was moved to five minutes before 
midnight in 2012 partly based on the danger of regional 

conflicts: “The potential for nuclear weapons use in 
regional conflicts in the Middle East, Northeast 

Asia, and South Asia are alarming,” said 
TheBulletin.org.

240
NUCLEAR WARHEADS: 
Approximate Chinese 

nuclear stockpile in 2011. 
China could “‘more than 

double’ the number of 
warheads on missiles that 
could threaten the United 

States by the mid-2020s” 
(Bulletin of the Atomic 

Scientists).

125,000
NUCLEAR WARHEADS: 

Estimated total number that 
have been built since 1945, 

about 97 percent of them 
by the United States and 
the Soviet Union/Russia. 

The nine nations with 
nuclear weapons now have 

more than 10,000 nuclear 
warheads, with thousands 
more in storage, awaiting 

dismantlement (Bulletin of 
the Atomic Scientists).

ACCIDENTS involving nuclear weapons 
occurred between 1950 and 1968. 
For example, “The U.S. Air Force came 
perilously close to detonating a hydrogen 

bomb over North Carolina in 1961.” A B-52 bomber broke up, dropping 
two 4-megaton hydrogen bombs over Goldsboro, North Carolina, 

and three of the four safety mechanisms in one bomb failed. 
“Luckily, one final low-voltage safety switch engaged, preventing 

the massive bomb from detonating and killing millions, with 
fallout reaching as far as New York” (The Week, Oct. 4, 2013, p. 5).

1,200

“A United Nations study of 
sexual abuse found that 

nearly one in four men in 
six Asian nations—Ban-

gladesh, Cambodia, China, 
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and 

Papua New Guinea—
admits to having raped a 
woman or girl. Half admit 

to having used violence 
against a female partner” 
(The Week, Sept. 27, 2013, 

p. 16).

1 in 4

Learn more on our website 
in the article “U.S. Economic 

Collapse: Will It Occur?”

WORLDWATCH

NUCLEAR NIGHTMARES
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What’s in the future for the United 
States and other English-speaking 
countries? See the section on “America 
in Prophecy” and related articles on 
the LifeHopeandTruth.com website.

PERCENT 
of U.S. 
women 
have had 

a baby by age 25, while only 
38 percent have married 
(Knot Yet Report).

44

Learn more in the article “Living 
Together Before Marriage” on 
the LifeHopeandTruth.com website.

PERCENT 
of first 
births are to 
unmarried 

women (Knot Yet Report).
48

PERCENT of 
single men and 
cohabiting men 
report they are 

“highly satisfied” with their life, 
compared to 52 percent of 
married men (Knot Yet Report).

35
PERCENT of 
single women 
and 29 percent of 
cohabiting women 

are “highly satisfied,” compared 
to 47 percent of married women 
(Knot Yet Report).

33

MORE LIKELY 
to see their 
parents 

break up: Children born to 
cohabiting couples com-
pared to children born to 
married parents (Knot Yet 
Report).

3x

PERCENT of 
all American 
adults 
believe 

the values and morals of 
America are declining (The 
State of the Bible, 2013).

77
PERCENT 
think 
“lack of 
Bible 
reading” 

is most responsible for that 
decline (The State of the 
Bible, 2013).

32

PERCENT felt 
“convicted, guilty, 
sinful” (The State of 
the Bible, 2013)1

PERCENT of 
Bible readers felt 
confused and 11 

percent felt overwhelmed 
last time they read the Bible 
(The State of the Bible, 2013, 
a survey of American adults 
by the Barna Group for the 
American Bible Society).

12

PERCENT of Americans’, 
Australians’ and Britons’ 
leisure time is spent 
watching television; in 
Europe, it is around 30 
percent (ABC.net.au).

>40

AMERICAN ADULTS and 
one in four or five adults in 
Britain, Australia and New 
Zealand is obese. The figure 
is less than one in eight in 
continental Europe and 
one in 30 in Japan (ABC.
net.au).

1 in 3

PERCENT of Europeans 
report using marijuana in 
the previous year, while 
rates are double that in the 
United States and Britain 
and three to four times 
higher in Australia and New 
Zealand. Amphetamine use 
is also two to four times 
higher in English-speaking 
countries (ABC.net.au).

5-6
DECLINING MORALITY
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Can You Handle 
the Truth?

By Bruce Gore

Questions

“You can’t handle the truth!” is more than a line from 
a movie. Too many say they want the truth, but then 
ignore it. Can you handle the truth God reveals?

Illustration: iStockphoto



T
THE TRUTH IS NOT ALWAYS PLEASANT  
or easy. Sometimes we are tempted to ignore it or 
reject it rather than accept what it reveals about us 
or the tough changes it demands of us. 

There are several revealing stories in the Bible 
about what happens when someone can’t handle the 
truth. First, let’s look at the account of an ancient king 
that has important implications for us today.

To understand this story, it’s helpful to consider 
some background context. Following the death of 
King Solomon, the kingdom of Israel split into two 
separate kingdoms, becoming the kingdom of Judah 
and the kingdom of Israel. One of the most righteous 
kings of Judah was Jehoshaphat. He lived around the 
close of the 10th century B.C. into the beginning of 
the 9th century. 

Around the same time, a notoriously unrighteous 
king by the name of Ahab ruled in Israel. 

A king who couldn’t handle the truth
One of Israel’s cities, Ramoth Gilead, had fallen 

into the hands of the king of Syria, and Ahab wanted 
to take it back from him. He asked righteous King 
Jehoshaphat to join him in a military assault to 
recover the city. This incident is found in 2 Chronicles 
18. 

Jehoshaphat was concerned whether this venture 
would be blessed by God or not, so he asked Ahab 
to inquire of the Eternal God about it. Ahab went to 
his personal (false) prophets, who assured him that 
the Lord would give them victory (2 Chronicles 18:5). 
These prophets were not servants of the true God, but 
instead were worshippers of idols. King Ahab and 
those prophets had rejected God and His laws.

Jehoshaphat was not satisfied with the source 
or answer, so he asked if there was not a prophet of 
the Eternal God available (verse 6). Ahab reluctantly 
admitted there was one, but he made it clear that he 
usually had a great dislike for what the true prophet 
said. He said that this prophet of the Lord, Micaiah, 
always prophesied bad things for the king (verse 7). 
The bigger picture is that, since Ahab was not obedi-
ent to God, the king did not receive God’s blessings. 
The prophet only delivered the message; he did not 
cause what happened to Ahab! 

Jehoshaphat insisted that they consult with Mic-
aiah, so Ahab’s men sought him out, coaching him 
to say encouraging things to the kings. Micaiah knew 
they didn’t want to hear the truth; and surprisingly, at 
first he told them everything would go well in the bat-
tle. But Ahab knew the prophet was not telling them 
the whole story, so Ahab insisted on Micaiah speak-
ing the truth. 

He rejected truth that came directly from 
God

So Micaiah told them the truth that God had 
revealed to him. “Then he said, ‘I saw all Israel scat-
tered on the mountains, as sheep that have no shep-
herd. And the Lord said, “These have no master. Let 
each return to his house in peace”’” (2 Chronicles 
18:16). 

Micaiah was shown that Israel’s army would be 
scattered and defeated, and its king would die in the 
battle!

King Ahab had insisted he needed the truth. But 
Ahab couldn’t handle the truth!

Instead of asking what he could do to change the 
outcome of this prophecy against him, Ahab became 
angry at the one who had told him the truth. The king 
literally sent the prophet to prison and put him on a 
ration of bread and water (2 Chronicles 18:25-26)! 

It was the truth, but it was not what Ahab wanted 
to hear. He couldn’t handle the truth and turned 
against the messenger who brought it.

A New Testament official who couldn’t 
handle the truth

There is a similar example in the New Testament. 
Some Jews had brought false charges against the 
apostle Paul, and Paul asked to have those charges 
resolved before Caesar. While Paul was imprisoned in 
Caesarea, Felix, the governor of Judea, ordered Paul 
to appear before him and his wife, Drusilla. Felix had 
heard of Paul and the Christians, and he wished to 
learn more about them.

But when Paul got to the heart of the truth, the gov-
ernor couldn’t handle it!

“And after some days, when Felix came with his 
wife Drusilla, who was Jewish, he sent for Paul and 
heard him concerning the faith in Christ. Now as he 
reasoned about righteousness, self-control, and the 
judgment to come, Felix was afraid and answered, 
‘Go away for now; when I have a convenient time I 
will call for you’” (Acts 24:24-25). 

Felix and his wife did not want to hear the truth 
about righteousness, self-control and the judgment to 
come—the heart and core of God’s way of life. One rea-
son for Felix’s reluctance was the fact that Drusilla 
was his third wife; and contrary to God’s law, he had 
taken her from her former husband. Responding to 
the truths Paul taught would interfere with Felix’s 
way of life; he was in no way ready to change.

“You can’t handle the truth”
“You can’t handle the truth” is not true of some 

people! We named this magazine Discern: A Maga-
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zine of Life, Hope & Truth for good reason. We publish 
truth that you may never have heard before, even 
though it comes directly from God’s Word. If you accept 
and act upon it, it will change your life. It will set you 
on the path that leads to an abundant physical life and, 
eventually, to eternal life. This truth will give you hope 
in difficult times, for there is truly a better time coming.

Most people, sad to say, can’t handle the truth. 
They aren’t willing to accept it. They would rather go 
on believing the things they have heard from others, 
things that have been passed on from previous genera-
tions, but that do not accurately reflect the Bible’s teach-
ings.

When Christ told people in His time that many of 
their religious beliefs were based on the traditions 
of men as opposed to the truth of God’s Word, they 
couldn’t handle it. “He said to them, ‘All too well you 
reject the commandment of God, that you may keep 
your tradition’” (Mark 7:9). 

His hearers often reacted with such anger that they 
tried to silence Him by stoning Him to death—that is, 
they were willing to kill Him for telling them the truth. 
That is the same spirit ancient King Ahab had—slay the 
one who brings a message you do not like!

People who traded truth for lies
Paul spoke of those who “exchanged the truth of God 

for the lie, and worshiped and served the creature rather 
than the Creator” (Romans 1:25). Human nature, which 
has been influenced by the devil, has always been the 
same. Most would rather believe they do not have to 
live by the righteous laws of God, so they accept the lie 
that there is no God. Or they accept the more subtle lie 
that God does not hold us accountable for our actions. 
(Adam and Eve fell for Satan’s reasoning—see Genesis 
3:1-6.)

Paul warned that in the last days of man’s rule on 
earth, before Christ returns to set up the Kingdom of 
God, many will prefer to be entertained by false teach-
ings than hear the truth of God. “The time will come 
when people will not listen to sound doctrine, but will 
follow their own desires. … They will turn away from 
listening to the truth” (2 Timothy 4:3-4, Good News 
Translation).

Some learn to reject untruths
Another true prophet of God, Jeremiah, spoke of peo-

ple finally learning that there is no benefit in listening 
to or following false teachings. Only following the true 
teachings of the Holy Bible will bear the fruit of a better 
life now and, ultimately, eternal life in the Kingdom of 
God. 

In that day people all over the earth will turn to 
God to find the hope of life based on truth. “O Lord, 
my strength and my fortress, my refuge in the day of 
affliction, the Gentiles shall come to You from the ends 
of the earth and say, ‘Surely our fathers have inherited 
lies, worthlessness and unprofitable things’” (Jeremiah 
16:19).

The benefits of accepting and responding  
to the truth

When we come to understand that all decisions and 
choices have consequences; when we are willing to look 
honestly at the wrong decisions we have made and turn 
our life around, making wise decisions—then we can 
avoid the pain and difficulties that befall those who 
can’t handle the truth. 

God’s laws were given to help mankind enjoy last-
ing marriages, families and lives. King David came to 
understand that and prayed, “Let Your lovingkindness 
and Your truth continually preserve me” (Psalm 40:11). 

David understood that the truth could always be 
found in the Holy Scriptures inspired by God’s Spirit 
working in those servants He used to write the Bible. 

In one of the last prayers Christ prayed before His 
death, He asked the Father to make His followers differ-
ent by the teachings of those Holy Scriptures. “Sanctify 
them by Your truth. Your word is truth” (John 17:17).

We encourage you to read and study the biblical 
truths explained on this site. Do not let it be said, “You 
can’t handle the truth!” The truths you will learn of here 
are a pathway to the purpose for which you were born. 
If you accept and act upon the truth, it will change your 
life. It will set you on the path that leads to an abundant 
physical life and, eventually, to a life in that never ends 
as an eternal child of God. 

Christ put it succinctly: “And you shall know the 
truth, and the truth shall make you free” (John 8:32).

For more on the truth about the purpose of your life, 
see the section of the LifeHopeandTruth.com website on 
“What Is the Meaning of Life?” And for more about the 
changes God wants in our lives, see the “Christian Con-
version” section. D

most people, sad to say, can’t handle the truth. They 
aren’t willing to accept it. They would rather go on 
believing the things they have heard from others, things 
that have been passed on from previous generations, but 
that do not accurately reflect the Bible’s teachings.

http://lifehopeandtruth.com/life/what-is-the-meaning-of-life/
http://lifehopeandtruth.com/change/christian-conversion/
http://lifehopeandtruth.com/change/christian-conversion/
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Christ vs. Christianity

“Not Everyone Who Says 
to Me ‘Lord, Lord’…”

You may be surprised to learn that 
much of what Jesus Christ taught is 
either ignored or blatantly rejected 

by modern Christianity. This article is 
the first in a series that will challenge 
many common assumptions about 

the teachings of Jesus Christ.

By Erik Jones

T
he most popular religion in the world today 
is Christianity—nearly a third of the world’s 
population (some 2.1 billion people) professes 
to follow Jesus Christ. 

Though it’s the world’s largest religion, it is arguably 
the most divided. The hundreds of denominations 
and smaller sects of Christianity have varying doctrinal 
beliefs; though, for the most part, they all claim to 
base their doctrine on the same book—the Bible. And 
they all claim to worship and believe in Jesus Christ.

But now let’s consider: How is it possible for 
churches with such a wide variety of teachings (some 
with seemingly opposite doctrines) and with such 
diverse worship practices to all come from the same 
source? Can Jesus Christ truly be the source and leader 
of all these churches? 

Can they all be right? 

A challenge
In short, the answer is no. It is impossible for all of 

the competing sects and denominations of Christi-
anity to be equally valid and to truly represent Jesus 
Christ. In fact, you may be shocked to learn that many 
of their fundamental teachings directly contradict Jesus 

Christ. This truly is the reason for the divided state of 
Christianity. 

If you believe in Jesus Christ, you will not want to 
miss any of the “Christ vs. Christianity” series of articles 
planned for future issues of Discern magazine. They will 
make clear the startling difference between the teach-
ings of Jesus Christ and “Christianity”—the religion that 
bears His name. You’ll see from Jesus’ own words, as 
well as from other scriptures, that His teachings are dis-
tinct from many of the teachings of the churches that 
claim to represent Him, and you’ll see that many of the 
popular doctrines of modern Christianity did not even 
originate in the Bible. In fact, you may be surprised 
to find that many of them have their roots in ancient 
pagan religions and myths. 

Is false Christianity possible? 
We must begin with a fundamental teaching of Je-

sus Christ that serves as the premise of this entire series. 
He taught that in order to be a genuine follower of 
Him (a Christian), one must believe and practice exactly 
what He taught. 

Matthew 7 records many powerful statements of 
Jesus Christ that stand in stark contrast to modern 
Christianity. This chapter is a part of the famous Sermon 
on the Mount. 

Notice what Jesus said in Matthew 7:21: “Not ev-
eryone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ shall enter the king-
dom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father 
in heaven.”

Consider what Jesus Christ is saying. The implica-
tions are powerful. He is saying that not everyone who 
professes to serve Him—who calls himself or herself a 
Christian—will be part of the Kingdom of God.

What is expected of one who claims to be a follower 
of Jesus? Belief and obedience to the will of God the 
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Father! Jesus revealed elsewhere that He faithfully 
taught the words of the Father (John 14:10, 24). 

Jesus continued, “Many will say to Me in that day, 
‘Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in Your name, 
cast out demons in Your name, and done many 
wonders in Your name?’ And then I will declare to 
them, ‘I never knew you; depart from Me, you who 
practice lawlessness!’” (Matthew 7:22-23). 

Amazing!  
A church, a religious leader or an individual can 

profess the name of Jesus Christ, prophesy (teach) in 
Jesus’ name and even perform miracles in the name 
of Christ—and still not be considered a “Christian” 
by God. Why? Because the church or individual does 
not teach or practice what Jesus Christ taught and 

practiced. Jesus specifically 
calls this “lawlessness.” The 
Greek word translated “law-
lessness” is anomia, which 
means “being without law.” 

Jesus Christ is clearly re-
ferring to the law of God—
summarized in the 10 
Commandments. Though 
the 10 Commandments are 
often displayed and given 
lip service by Christians, 
several of them are com-
promised or completely 
rejected by mainstream 
Christianity. 

Throughout this series, we will expose many 
examples of lawlessness in Christianity today. We 
will not mince words. Our goal will be to help you 
distinguish false Christianity from genuine Christian-
ity based on the original teachings of Jesus Christ in 
the Bible. 

False vs. true Christianity
Jesus Christ specifically warned that we must be 

on the lookout for “false prophets, who come to you 
in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous 
wolves” (Matthew 7:15). Some will be intentionally 
trying to deceive, but many others are undoubtedly 
sincere (verse 22). However, it is possible for preach-
ers to be sincerely deceived by widespread tradi-
tional teachings that contradict the Bible. We must 
examine Christian teachers’ fruits (verse 20) and 
teachings (verses 21, 23) to determine whether or 
not they truly represent Christ. False Christianity will 

offer a “wide” path (verse 13)—an easy and popular 
religion.

Christ even included a warning about false 
Christianity in the Olivet Prophecy—His longest 
discourse on end-time prophecy, which is found in 
Matthew 24, Mark 13 and Luke 21. Christ identified 
religious deception as one of the first signs of His 
second coming (Matthew 24:4). After His general 
warning about deception, He got specific: “For many 
shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall 
deceive many” (verse 5, King James Version). 

Pay close attention to how such people would 
present themselves: in Jesus’ name saying He is the 
Christ! In other words, they would falsely present 
themselves as representatives of Christ. Christ also 
warned that some would even claim to be Christ—
the Messiah (verse 24).

Let’s list the specific characteristics of false Christi-
anity that the above scriptures have identified. False 
Christianity:

• Would not teach the full truth of the Bible—
“the will of the Father.”

• Would teach “lawlessness”—a belief system that 
would reject portions of the law revealed in the 
Bible.

• Would operate under the banner of Christ’s 
name, even proclaiming that He is the Christ.

• Would represent a large religion with many 
adherents. 

Do the above characteristics describe the popu-
lar versions of Christianity we see today?

Rather than an easy and popular religion with 
the above characteristics, Jesus taught that His way 
would be “narrow” and “difficult” with “few” finding 
it (Matthew 7:14). He referred to His true followers 
as a “little flock” (Luke 12:32), a comparatively small 
group of people who live by the teachings of the 
entire Bible (Matthew 4:4)—in particular, keeping the 
commandments of God and worshipping the true 
God (Matthew 19:17; John 14:21; 1 John 5:3; Revela-
tion 12:17; 14:12). 

Keep reading
This introductory article has shown that not only 

is it possible for a false version of Christianity to exist, 
but that Christ specifically said it would exist. This 
series of articles will demonstrate that many areas 
of popular Christianity today directly contradict the 
teachings of Jesus Christ. 

Keep reading and discerning. D

Consider what Jesus 
Christ is saying. The 

implications are 
powerful. He is saying 

that not everyone 
who professes to serve 

Him—who calls himself 
or herself a Christian—

will be part of the 
Kingdom of God.
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Changing Perspectives
WHEN I WAS 9 YEARS OLD, MY PARENTS 

took our family from America to Europe for several 
weeks. The Tower of London, Dutch canals and the 
Swiss Alps sparked a fascination with travel that has 
never disappeared. Over the years I’ve traveled to 
some 80 countries and had opportunities to live in 
Asia and Europe, engaged in activities like teaching 
in refugee camps in Thailand and serving as pastor to 
congregations in France.

Today my work as a pastor and writer includes a 
great deal of international travel. I spend months out-
side the U.S. each year, and I’m sure the experiences 
and lessons learned from these travels will help shape 
this column.

Differing views
Travelers learn that differences in geography, his-

tory and education change one’s perspective. To my 
refugee students in the jungles of the Golden Triangle, 
America was a mythical land where everything was 
wonderful. Europeans, with their political and histori-
cal preoccupations, have a much more critical view. 

One’s opinion of Israel depends greatly on religion 
and geography. The preoccupations of average Afri-
cans, struggling to survive, are significantly different 
from those of inhabitants of the wealthy West.

Travel affords opportunities to see such views and 
preoccupations from different angles. It is not always 
easy or comfortable to change perspectives; this some-
times obliges us to call into question assumptions 
about how the world works or should work, what’s fair 
and what isn’t, and how we should be conducting our-
selves. 

In other words, changing perspectives changes us.

The ultimate vantage point
As challenging as it can be to see the world from the 

perspective of other cultures, an even more daunting 
challenge, and a much more important one, is to try 
to see the world, and our lives, from the perspective of 
our Creator. 

Through the prophet Isaiah, God states directly 
that He has a very different point of view from human 
beings. We don’t naturally think as He does or see the 
world from His perspective.

“‘For My thoughts are not your thoughts, nor are 
your ways My ways,’ says the Lord. ‘For as the heavens 
are higher than the earth, so are My ways higher than 
your ways, and My thoughts than your thoughts’” (Isa-
iah 55:8-9).

Clearer vision
With our finite, human minds, we will never per-

fectly understand God’s perspective, but He does 

encourage us to at least move in that direction. He tells 
us it is possible to get closer to His point of view.

He has given us an amazing and wonderful tool to 
help us realign our thinking toward His. This amaz-
ing perspective changer was compiled with great care 
over thousands of years, with the participation of hun-
dreds of men and women, yet the process was always 
guided by God Himself.

Jesus famously said in Matthew 4:4, “It is written, 
‘Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word 
that proceeds from the mouth of God.’”

By starting with it is written, He was pointing listen-
ers back to the divinely inspired texts of the Bible, the 
tool God uses to give us a glimpse of His perspective. 
We can move closer to God’s view by studying those 
words. 

God inspired Solomon to tell us it is possible to bet-
ter understand His perspective: “The fear of the Lord 
is the beginning of wisdom, and the knowledge of the 
Holy One is understanding” (Proverbs 9:10).

Our foundation
In the pages of Discern we seek to help our readers 

gain a better understanding of why the world is the 
way it is and how it will become a much better place. 
That is why our foundation will always be the Holy 
Bible. It provides the only true and comprehensive 
perspective on human life, that of our Creator. 

–Joel Meeker

BY THE WAY with 

Vantage Point
Joel Meeker 
and his wife, 
Marjolaine, visit 
the ancient ruins 
of Machu Picchu 
in Peru
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When Jesus began His earthly ministry, He 
preached “the gospel of the kingdom of God.” 
What is the Kingdom of God? Where is it?
Will you be a part of it?

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD »»

The Mystery of 
the Kingdom

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE GOSPEL JESUS TAUGHT 
AND WHAT IT MEANS FOR YOUR LIFE

Cut through the confusion of conflicting ideas and 
gain essential understanding about the amazing 
truths of the coming Kingdom of God!
Get your copy today—it’s easy to download, it’s 
free and, most of all, it’s the core message that 
Jesus came proclaiming.

http://bit.ly/1bmO8dQ
http://bit.ly/1bmO8dQ
http://hub.am/1fqFGin
http://bit.ly/1bmO8dQ

